Explosion rips through Mexico

GUADALAJARA, Mexico (AP) — A series of explosions in the sewer system ripped open streets, knocked down buildings, and hurled trucks and cars in the air in Mexico's second largest city Wednesday, witnesses said. Twelve bodies had been recovered, and 600 people were reported injured.

The federal government sent the army to keep order in the area. The government said that at least nine explosions took place.

At least nine explosions began on Wednesday. Codex, a private company, said the explosions were caused by gasoline. The hexane leaked from a public cooking oil factory, La Central, into the sewage system, Codex said.

Policeman Martin Bonales said he had called the police and fire department since Tuesday to complain of the gas smell. Government agencies said building codes were violated and increased public awareness and acceptance of the Honor Code.

Honorable Committee hopes to increase student input

Increased student input and support will be the main focus of next year's University Academic Council Committee, according to Kami Benson. Benson, a Knott Hall junior who has served on the committee for three years, and Kevin Schroeder, a Grace Hall junior who has served two years on the committee, have been chosen as co-chairs for the 1992-93 academic year.

The co-chair position is an increased student input and increased public awareness and acceptance of the Honor Code," Schroeder said.
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Hitting the books

A tutor with the Upward Bound O'Shaughnessy Hall yesterday.

Senate withdrawing vote

In a nearly unanimous vote last night, the Faculty Senate decided to support its executive committee in withdrawing their motion for a vote of no confidence in University President Father Edward Malloy.

The vote, which included four dissenting votes and four abstentions, followed an hour and a half of debate.

According to Professor David O'Connor and other members of the executive committee who met with the president and provost and came to an agreement on April 15, the president's commitment to openness is most important.

"The purpose in delaying the vote two weeks ago was so that we could get something else on the floor for tonight," said Paul Conway, chairperson of the Faculty Senate.

Thats something else was the statement detailing the agreement between the president and the Faculty Senate executive committee. The agreement was included in a restructuring of the Academic Council but not shift in proportionality, an issue the Faculty Senate members had initially held strongly, according to another member, "The College is not something that was pushed on the students," said Benson. "It began (in 1982) as the brainchild of two students and two
NATIONAL

Quake hits Southern California

**DEsert Hot Springs, Calif.** — A moderate earthquake rocked parts of Southern California on Wednesday, knocking out some telephone service. There were no reports of damage or injury. The 7:35 p.m. earthquake measured 4.6 on the Richter scale and was centered nine miles east of Desert Hot Springs, said Julie Hakewill, spokeswoman for the California Institute of Technology’s seismology lab in Pasadena. It was followed by several aftershocks, including one measuring 2.7, she said. Desert Hot Springs is about 110 miles east of Los Angeles.

**Clinton attacked on Earth Day**

**Washington** — The Bush administration leveld an Earth Day attack on Bill Clinton as White House officials accused the Democratic front-runner of a “slippery” effort to press a poor environmental record. Clinton, the Arkansas governor, has “the worst environmental record in America,” White House press secretary Marlin Fitzwater told reporters Wednesday. The comments were designed to counter Clinton’s Earth Day speech in Philadelphia attacking Bush’s environmental record.

**OF INTEREST**

- The “Superfund” will be discussed in Part III of the 1992 Environmental Conference. Elkhart mayor James Perron, James Michael Thunder of Johnson Crossfield, and Lloyd Keichum of the Civil Engineering and Geological Sciences Department will speak at 7 p.m. in the Foster Room of LaFortune.
- NASME meeting/pizza party will be held in Room 356 Fitzpatrick at 7 p.m. tonight, instead of Room 327. All new and old members should attend.
- The Appalachian Seminar Task Force will hold an informational meeting for anyone interested in the 1992 Fall Seminar at 7 p.m. tonight in the CSC lounge.
- Until They Have Faces, a slide show and oral presentation, will be given by several members of the ND community on their recent experiences living in India tonight at 7:30 in the multipurpose room at the Center for Social Concerns.

**MARKET UPDATE**

**YESTERDAY’S TRADING/ April 22**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VOLUME IN SHARES</th>
<th>NYSE INDEX</th>
<th>S&amp;P COMPOSITE</th>
<th>DOW JONES INDUSTRIALS</th>
<th>PRECIOUS METALS</th>
<th>SILVER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>265,631,530</td>
<td>225.42</td>
<td>409.81</td>
<td>338.77</td>
<td>$1.80 ± $339.30/oz.</td>
<td>2.34 to 54.01/oz.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FORECAST**

- Mostly cloudy and cool today with a 40 percent chance of showers. highs in the mid 50s. Friday will be cloudy with highs in the mid 50s.

**TEmPERATURES**

- AnGorA 42-49
- Atlanta 79-51
- Buffalo 98-56
- Boston 89-50
- Chicago 49-37
- Dallas 86-56
- Denver 48-35
- Detroit 77-51
- Houston 82-62
- Indianapolis 68-55
- Minneapolis 71-49
- Nashville 77-51
- New York 77-51
- Philadelphia 76-56
- San Francisco 75-51
- Seattle 73-61
- South Bend 73-57
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By GERALDINE HAMILTON
News Writer

When Father Edward Sorin was named professor of biology at Notre Dame, he brought drawbacks of technology and science to his lecture at last night.

Charles Kulpa, Notre Dame professor of biology, discussed new techniques in biotechnology at last night's lecture: "Science, Technology and the Environment."

"Exxon mounted an armada, spent one million dollars a day and their initial clean up did not work," he said. After this technology failed, both the EPA and Exxon conducted scientific research to find a method to clean up the spill, he continued.

When a fertilization spray showed signs of cleaning the waste effectively, the Coast Guard took away the experimental mental controls and started using the spray as the primary clean up means, said Atlas.

"So it got to the point where they said the spill was cleaned up. So there's technology and science coming together," said Atlas.

The lecture was the second in a three lecture series on business ethics and the environment.

Sisters of Holy Cross established tradition of SMC education

The sisters of the Holy Cross have provided a tradition of education not only in the Saint Mary's Community but all over the world.

Not only do the Sisters work in education, they are also active in schools and colleges and childhood and adult programs.

On a larger scale, the Sisters are active in ministries throughout the world. The number of the Sisters in the Holy Cross Order has grown from 1650 members in the 1950s to its current 800, the sisters have served in health ministries worldwide within the Holy Cross Health System, which is sponsored by the Congregation.

The work of the sisters, through education, does not only help to battle problems such as drug abuse, illiteracy, and poverty.

The Sisters of the Holy Cross have provided a longstanding tradition not only in the Saint Mary's Community but all over the world.
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GSU budget approved by GSC

By SARAH DORAN
News Writer

The proposed 1992-93 Grad­uate Student Union (GSU) bud­get was unanimously approved last night at a meeting of the Graduate Student Council (GSC).

The largest change in the budget from last year is the amount of money that will be allocated to the administrative assistance category. The allo­cation will decrease from last year's figure of $8,500 to $3,000 due to the salaries of officers' positions that have been eliminated and consoli­dated into the responsibilities of other workers.

The amount of the budget is the same as the 1991-92 amount at $56,450.

New officers were installed in the treasurer and secretary po­sitions. Uma Balakrishnan will serve as treasurer and John Cheeklett secretary.

The new position of parlia­mentarian was created and the duties of the position will entail overseeing the meetings and elections of the GSC. Ulick Stafford was appointed to this position.

The proposal of taking a sur­vey of graduate students was approved and Patrick Titzer was appointed chairman of the survey committee.

The purpose of the survey is to collate information concerning the identity of graduate students, to function as a census, and to answer certain questions about the graduate students that will help the GSC function more ef­fectively in meeting the needs of the graduate students. A petition to support an on­campus facility for child care was circulated during the meeting.

A letter from the GSC ad­dressed to the administration in response to the new smoking policy was read. The letter called the policy too restrictive and discriminatory. It said that the policy discriminates most against staff and graduate students, who are the largest group of smokers.

The letter called for the need to set aside areas of the Student Union for the use of cigarettes and the library concourse for smoking.

GSC also addressed the Honor Code and how it responds to the needs of graduate students. It was said, in a letter addressed to the administration from the GSC, that improvements and a more thought out policy on behalf of the graduate school was needed.

GSU budget approved

Makiya discusses architecture

By ELISABETH HEARD
and MARY MURPHY
News Writers

"We learn truth and falsehood from architecture and monuments," said Kanan Makiya, an Iraqi ex-patriot, in a lecture yesterday.

Makiya, architect and author of the best-seller "Republic of Fear," contrasted two monu­ments that he saw during his clandestine visit to Iraq last November when he spoke on the "Politics of Monumentalism in Iraq: From Power to Mourn­ing."

The first monument, created by Saddam Hussein, exemplifies the use of art to represent power, while the second, a Kurdisch memorial, represents collective mourning and healing.

Hussein's monument is a vic­tory arch erected to commemo­rate the Iraqi victory over Iran. The irony of the arch is that it was commissioned thousands of deaths before victory became reality, said Makiya.

"It's breathtakingly gruesome and uniquely vulgar," he said. "It deserves to be taken more seriously than any other mon­ument worthy of our attention."

The monument consists of two interlocking swords each in a forty-ton forearm and fist. Each forearm is an exact replica of Hussein's own arm.

The swords are made from stainless steel melted from Iraqi bullets. Each hilt is made from stainless steel melted from Iraqi flag poles.

Scattered at the base of the hands are 5,000 helmets of martyred Iraqi soldiers. Atop the swords a Khurdish memorial, represents the Iraqis dropped chemical bombs on two hundred houses in a small Khurdish village. This is their memorial.

It is a rough, unfinished "graveyard memorial" framed by a low retaining wall, said Makiya. Through his monu­ment, "horror and beauty be­come inextricably interdepen­dent upon one another." There are 68 bodies buried by hand in earthen mounds that will be adorned with trees according to Kurdish custom.

"I have tried to take you on a journey of Iraqi pain...a monu­ment can work or not work irrespective of whether one likes or not likes what it stands for," Makiya concluded. "The paradox in these two monu­ments is that hardly any time has passed on their creation. We are at the beginning of things touching life and death at their rawest moments. Even if the tyrant [Hussein] is dead, the Iraqis have to walk un­derneath the swords to escape the spell."

OPPORTUNITIES

LINGUISTS $20,000

Starting Bonus.

The 138th MI BN, an Army Reserve unit near you, has a limited number of openings for Military Intelligence Voice Interpreter training. If you qualify and complete training in this specialty, you get a $2,000 bonus. You'll also earn a good part-time income for having usually one weekend month plus two weeks a year, "Your total part-time income during a standard enlistment will be over $13,000. If higher education is your goal, you may receive Montgomery GI Bill money for college or approved VoTech training up to $5,000.

The Army Reserve offers you a $20,000 package you probably won't find anywhere else for a part-time job. "You're limited, so call right now!"
Honor continued from page 1

deans who brought the idea to the Academic Council," she said. "We want students to feel this is part of their University. This is a huge step forward. We should recognize this as both a Catholic and a national achievement," explained Benson.

Members of the committee met three days ago, Wednesday, to further investigate the possibilities of changing the title of the Academic Council to reflect the system being "fully approved." To do so, the Council has formulated a committee of two faculty members on the Academic Council to work with Benson and Schroeder in order to further examine the Code and help answer questions that students were not covered in yesterday's meeting, said Benson.

Benson called the meeting a "growing experience and challenge," and said that it "went very well." According to Benson and Schroeder, the future of the Honor Code may include:

•Any case in student involvement and input;
•Dorm representatives attending department meetings within each college;
•Encouraging professors to discuss the Honor Code and how it applies to their particular class with students;
•Expanding the number of subcommittees;
•Increased communication between the committee, the administration, Hall President's Council, Freshman Year of Studies, Faculty Senate, and Student Senate;
•Continued work during Freshman Orientation presentations at Washington Hall;
•Honor Code written on Blue Books for examinations;
•and ultimately, offer a fully developed code that students can "embrace as their own."

In the distant future, Schroeder said they would like to see an Honor Code system that is completely student-run, one that is similar to that of the University of Virginia while at the same time unique to Notre Dame.

Next year's committee members include:

Professor Edward Kline, College of Arts and Letters; Ed Lallem, Zahm Hall; Professor Kevin Muirhead, College of Business Administration; Jay Stone, Fisher Hall; Professor George Ball, College of Engineering; Debra Heinersperger, Breen-Polick; Professor Gerald Jur, College College of Science; Gary Larion, Dillin Hall; Professor Ronald Skally, Knott Hall; Andy Dinaas, Zahm Hall; Father Oliver Williams, Provost Office; Raymond Sepeta, Freshman Year of Studies.

Faculty members are chosen by the dean of the college, while student members are chosen by student members of the individual College Councils.

The president has been quoted as saying he does not want the system being "fully approved" as the "catalyst for the system being 'fully approved.' "

To the system being "fully approved," Schroeder said that they would like to see the system being "fully approved" as the "catalyst for the system being 'fully approved.' "

In the end, though, the vote was made to withdraw the motion for a vote of no confidence.

By Wednesday afternoon, the campus was excited, some overjoyed. Business School student David Saez, a member of the committee, said that the news was "good for both sides." But not everyone agreed. Some students were more supportive of an honor code system than others. This is part of their University, said Daniel Malloy, a member of the committee.


ty hinges on the issue of proportionality of the Academic Council. I'm unwilling to discuss anything about this agreement and the direction the university is taking that doesn't involve development of the university's Catholic character."

In the end, though, the vote was made to withdraw the motion for a vote of no confidence. "I think we have good reason to believe that they (the administra­tion) have good faith to participate in debate," said Professor O'Connor. The president has stepped forward to receive input. This is a good opportunity to move on in a positive and productive manner between the faculty and adminis­tration."

In the near future, the Faculty Senate will open up discussion through the summer committees which will present an interim report by September 1992.

Witnesses counted 94 bodies at a sports field, and 35 others at a Red Cross station. The Red Cross said it was the least they had inspected dead and that the toll was expected to rise.

The Red Cross reported at least 1,000 buildings damaged or destroyed, many heavily. Guadalajara has been a popular tourist destination for Americans.

Skydivers' plane crash kills 15

PFIRS, Calif. (AP) — A plane loaded with skydivers crashed during takeoff Wednesday killing 15 people and injuring seven, authorities said. The twin-engine De Haviland DHC-6 Twin Otter plunged into a grassy area at the end of a runway at the Perris Valley Airport, cutting off the nose of the craft and both wings.

Fifteen deaths were confirmed and seven injured victims were taken to hospitals listed in critical condition.

The plane, operated by Perris Valley Skydiving, had just taken off at 11:05 a.m. and was about 30 to 40 feet off the runway when a witness saw it was in trouble, said fire Capt. Travis Witton.

"A witness said he heard an engine fail, then he lost sight of the plane and it crashed," Travis said. That witness was the owner of the flying service but Travis did not have the name.

Names of the victims were not released. Twenty-two people were on board, including two crew members.

The injured were taken to hospitals by air and ground ambulances.

At the airport, bodies of the dead lay covered by a single white tarp about 20 feet off the fuselage.

The crash was reported at 11:15 a.m. Firefighters and rescue ambulances were summoned by local agencies and March Air Force Base.

A crowd of spectators standing among parked ultralight aircraft watched the rescuers and recovery efforts.

The Twin Otter routinely flew out of the airport, which is a center for skydiving in rural Riverside County, 60 miles southeast of Los Angeles, said Joanne Evans, a fire dispatch center spokesman.

Flying operations at the air­port were shut down after the crash.

The Twin Otter is a propeller driven Canadian aircraft designed for carrying passengers and cargo. It normally carries up to 14 passengers, has a wingspan of 65 feet and is just under 52 feet long.

Earth day celebrated by planting, cleanups

Pioneer Institute and Gov. William Weldon kicked off a competition for innovative ideas to solve environmental problems.

The institute, a Boston-based think tank, is offering a total of $25,000 in awards for the best ideas. Past Earth Day events have promoted environmental awareness and highlighted environmental problems, institute Chairman Lovett Peters said. "Pioneer Institute seeks to shift that focus from aware­ness to action."

Peace activists planted — for the fifth time since 1983 — a "children's tree of life" in Palisades Park in Santa Mônica, Calif. The previous New Zealand pine have been van­dalized.

Hayward, Calif., is sponsoring an Earth Day Fair, includes exhibits on home composting and homemade cleaning products. Berkeley, Calif., will hold an Eco-Motion, Parade and Fair featuring vehicles with combustion-free engines Saturday.

West Virginia Gov. Gaston Caperton unveiled a program establishing collection centers around the state for safe disposal of used motor oil.

To market our programs on campus.

The perfect job for those bound for graduate school! Look at the advantages:

•Generous compensation
•Free housing
•Set your own hours!
•Earn BIG commissions!
•Have fun while you work!
•Earn a FREE LSAT, GMAT, GRE or MCAT Prep Course!

For more information, call

The Notre Dame African Student Association

FACES OF WOMEN

A Film by Diane Ecar

Color. Ivory Coast 1985

In indigenous languages and French with English subtitles

Award of the International Critique


The First Movie From Ivory Coast to Have Ever Reached New York

The politically and stylistically adventurous two-part film explores the link between economics and conditions of women in Africa.

The film creates a rich tapestry of the women and rhythms of village life as well as points to the ways commercial pressures and the sexual stereotypes adopted by African women in a patriarchal society.

Venue: Annenburg Auditorium - Snite Museum of Art Date: Wednesday April 29, 1992
Time: 7:45 pm
Admission: Free!
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Proceeds to benefit Indiana Conservation Society
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Government, rebels join to isolate radical guerilla leader

KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) — Guerrillas advanced to the capital's edge and joined forces with the crumbling Afghan government Wednesday to isolate a radical chieflain and prepare for a rebel-led Islamic government.

A force of at least 1,000 Muslim guerrillas moved to the perimeter of the capital accompanied by an Afghan army colonel. Guerrilla commanders joined army officers at security posts within sight of downtown Kabul.

After 14 years of civil war that has claimed 2 million lives, the mujahedeen rebels were on the verge of conquering the capital and seizing power, replacing the government of ousted President Najibullah, who went into hiding last week. But the takeover was delayed by their indecision on how to share power and who should become the nation's leader.

For the first time, police said, they were permitting unarmed mujahedeen, or Islamic holy warriors, to enter the city.

Kabul appeared less tense Wednesday than at any time in the war's weekend. Shops were open and markets were crowded on the first sunny day since the weekend.

After the nightly 9 p.m. curfew went into effect, however, tracer bullets flashed across the sky and tanks were heard rumbling through the city.

The Red Cross said a field hospital north of Charikar, a U.S.-supported insurgency, was located. "Hemmatyar is a warmonger," Massoud said at his headquarters at Charikar, 25 miles north of Kabul. He said he hoped "a common position can be found that includes Hemmatyar. But if not, the people of Afghanistan will not let him be included.

Speaking before a meeting with Benon Sevan, the U.N.'s chief negotiator, Massoud said: "The peace train has already left and whoever wants to get on should get on or he left behind." Sevan met a council of more than 100 guerrilla commanders in northern Afghanistan on Tuesday to ask the factions to set aside ethnic rivalries and personal ambition.

Sevan also has been trying to negotiate safe passage for Najibullah, who has been under U.N. protection in Kabul since he was blocked from leaving the country last Friday. Massoud, however, said Najibullah should stay and he judged, "Whether he is released or is not released is up to the Afghan nation," he said.

At the Qalai-i-Sorkh army base north of Charikar, a Soviet-trained Afghan army officer who spent his career fighting the mujahedeen patrolled side by side with his former foes.

"We should all join," said Col. Mohammed Nayim, an artillery division commander.

Cabinet calls for a new French constitution

PARIS (AP) — The Cabinet on Wednesday sent a bill to the National Assembly calling for changes to France's constitution that would allow it to ratify the European Community's treaty in political and monetary union.

The union treaty is opposed by various factions of the opposition, from the Communist Party to the far-right National Front. Most critics object to a loss of national sovereignty and fear German dominance in a new balance of EC powers.

Premier Pierre Beregovoy said the proposed changes would be put before the people in a national referendum if the National Assembly failed to approve the bill.

The measure calls for adding a two-article section to the constitution to make it in harmony with the EC treaty.

The changes are necessary to conform to treaty sections allowing foreigners to vote in municipal elections and place visas in the hands of the EC.

In France, constitutional changes can be enacted by a three-fifths majority of the two houses of parliament or by a national referendum. On April 12, President Francois Mitterrand rejected submitting the issue to a referendum except as a last resort.

In his 11th year in office, Mitterrand has staked his reputation on the building of a new Europe. But he must convince skeptics who fear a loss of French sovereignty.

The Communist Party and the National Front are flatly against the treaty, which was signed by EC members in December.

A conservative-centrist alliance, which constitutes the core opposition, is divided over the treaty's merits. A group of leftists, including Communist reformists, Greens and some Socialists, mounted a new challenge with plans to publish a motion denouncing the treaty's preamble and demanding a referendum in April.

National Front President Jean-Marie Le Pen said ratifying the treaty would be the "beginning of the end of France."

Former President Valery Giscard d'Estaing, head of a centrist coalition, said anyone rejecting European union "adopts a suicidal attitude."

If you see news happening, call
The Observer
at 239-5303
and let us know about it.

Grand Opening April 3rd
Rainbow Video
WE SPECIALIZE IN:
Korean
Japanese
Chinese
Video Tapes
Free Membership
State Road 23 at Ironwood
Next to 7-6 Gas Station
Mon-Sat 10 am to 8 pm
Sun 12 noon to 6 pm
(219) 273-9545
May 1 in Moscow won’t feature a parade of red banners, tanks, missiles and glorified workers paying homage to the Communist Party and the revolution that brought it to power.

But since the revolution, Russians are accustomed that this is a holiday. So, this year we will celebrate freedom.

New York Tass bureau chief Yuri Romanov said: “This will be the first official celebration of the new Russia,” the ITAR-Tass Russian news agency said in a letter offering Red Square to big business. Have your day, but bring dollars. The city government will say ‘nyet’ to rubles.”

And although billboards for foreign companies as advertising space for the celebration that used to honor the workers of the world, there’s no more money in advertising. But there is in advertising. There’s no more money in marketing group, Ikon International, to help it find customers.

Ikon’s managing director, Darryl Marks, said his mission is simple: Raise cash. “Masslies don’t sell anymore. There’s no more money in makes,” he said.

But there is in advertising. And although billboards for Coca-Cola and Pepsi already can be seen in Pushkin Square and on sides of river boats, the city has never before offered its sacred monuments as advertising backdrops.

Hey Anton,

Who taught you how to punch......JUAN?!!

HAPPY 20TH BIRTHDAY!

YOU BE THE COACH

IT’S ANOTHER FIRST FOR IRISH BASEBALL:
THE ‘YOU PICK THE LINEUP’ CONTEST!

Coach Pat Murphy wants your help! On Thursday, April 30, the nationally ranked Irish will take on Eastern Michigan at 3:00pm at Jake Kline Field. And you get to pick the starting lineup! Just fill out the ballot and return it as indicated. Then be sure to come out to the game and see how your lineup does!

Include your name and you may be selected to throw out the first pitch!!

Check one for each position.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1B</td>
<td>Robbie Birk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B</td>
<td>Cory Mae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3B</td>
<td>Jeff Kuzmichev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Craig Conrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF</td>
<td>Ben Failla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF</td>
<td>Matt Haas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>Steve Verdunco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DH</td>
<td>Pat Leahy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Mike Rooney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Adam Mausson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Craig DeSensi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Your name: 
Phone: 

Please return this ballot to: Baseball Lineup Contest Athletic Department JACC Notre Dame, IN 46556
Many travel to airing of Pa. abortion case

WASHINGTON (AP) — They waited in line for as long as 23 hours, at times huddled under umbrellas in rain, to get one of the hottest tickets in town.

The occasion was the airing before the Supreme Court of a Pennsylvania case that many believe will hold the justices to diminish or overturn the 1973 Roe vs. Wade decision that gave women the constitutional right to have an abortion.

"I've always wanted to come to the Supreme Court, and I thought this would be a good time to come with this landmark case," said Carol Urlich of Chevy Chase, Md., an abortion-rights advocate who, in her wheelchair, arrived at the court at 9 a.m. EDT Tuesday to secure her place as the first in line.

Nancy Kassop, 49, drove with her 15-year-old daughter, Allison, from their home in Allendale, N.J. They arrived about two hours after Urlich to become the third and fourth in line.

"This was way worth making the trip," said Nancy Kassop, an abortion-rights supporter who teaches constitutional law at the State University of New York at New Paltz.

Her daughter, who also came for the April 5 abortion-rights march in the nation's capital, said: "This is the reason for the future.

There were no reported incidents as more than 200 people stood, sat or slept during the long wait for the hour-long arguments before the nine justices.

During the night, the Supreme Court police allowed more than 100 who had been waiting outside in the snowing rain into a basement corridor.

About 5 a.m., the rain had tapered to a drizzle and those who had been given shelter outside were again waiting underneath umbrellas for the 10 a.m. arguments to begin.

After the court session, participants and observers met outside the building by reporters and television crews.

At one of the two protest sites, about 200 protesters for and against abortion rights on the sidewalk, waving signs and shouting slogans.

Protesters went limp and were carried or dragged by police through the crowd of abortion and anti-abortion activists trying to rush past police barricades and about 150 abortion-rights activists in front of the suburban Buffalo clinic.

The arrests occurred on the second day of large-scale abortion demonstrations in the Buffalo area by Operation Rescue.

At the same time, the Supreme Court was hearing arguments on an abortion case from Pennsylvania.

Several hundred demonstrators also waved placards and chanted outside the Supreme Court in Washington, D.C.

In Philadelphia, about 200 abortion-rights activists demonstrated in front of the Liberty Bell and another 40 marched to the city morgue, predicting the high court would curtail abortion with drastic consequences.

About 300 abortion opponents rallied at a clinic in Springfield, Ill., to demand the clinic be closed and about 200 protests for and against abortion rights on the sidewalk, waving signs and shouting slogans.

The photographers were arrested after two counts each of disorderly conduct and were released.

The photographers were arrested after two counts each of disorderly conduct and were released.

The attorneys for both sides also demonstrated at three clinics after a similar显得的 arrest.

The photographers were arrested after two counts each of disorderly conduct and were released.

This is a case, more than any other in the state, that has fallen to the middle of the court.

This is a case, more than any other in the state, that has fallen to the middle of the court.

Larry Urban, who prosecuted the case, said there was no arrest.

Urban said there were no arrests. About 20 anti-abortion demonstrators protested outside Press House.

Death-row inmate awaits execution

HUNTSVILLE, Texas (AP) — Texas' Supreme Court, which considered a last-minute appeal Wednesday from one of Texas' longest-serving death row inmates, who faced execution after his break from prison, is scheduled to render a decision.

White was executed on July 19, 1976, after he had been found guilty by a jury of murder and sentenced to death by a judge who presided over his trial.

White told fellow inmates Mr. Spinks sprayed him with the chemical during the execution.
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White told fellow inmates Mr. Spinks sprayed him with the chemical during the execution.
Households stop shrinking

WASHINGTON (AP) — The American household has stopped shrinking, interrupting a 140-year trend toward less togetherness.

A Census Bureau report Wednesday showed that the nation's dwellings were inhabited by an average of 2.63 people last year, exactly the same number as the previous year, and virtually identical to 1989's figure of 2.62.

The recent numbers reflect at least a stall in the slow but sustained decline in household sizes since 1850, when the average was 5.55 people.

Households quit getting smaller partly because of hard times, and partly because many adults from the huge "baby boom" generation are now producing children of their own, analysts say.

Generally, anyone born from 1946 through 1964 has baby-boom credentials.

"The baby boomers now are past family formation," said demographer Carl Hault of the Population Reference Bureau. "But if they're spacing children, some of them are having them now."

Census Bureau demographer Steve Rawlings, author of the study, said another factor was the onset of recession in 1989, likely persuading more young adults to remain at home with their parents, as opposed to setting out on their own.

Among the signs that families were having more trouble making ends meet: the number of households where married couples or singles with children lived with relatives rose for two straight years.

Households owner convicted of child abuse

FARMVILLE, N.C. (AP) — The owner of a day care center was convicted Wednesday on 99 of 100 charges of sexually abusing children under his care. The verdict culminated the longest and costliest criminal trial in state history.

Robert Kelly Jr., who owned the now-closed Little Rascals Day Care Center in Edenton, was acquitted only of a single charge of taking indecent liberties with one girl.

After 14 days of deliberating, the jury convicted Kelly of abusing 12 children. He was found guilty of four counts of rape, 46 of taking indecent liberties, 36 of first-degree sexual offense and 13 crimes against nature.

"I'm innocent. I'll go to prison and fight it from there," Kelly said as he was being led to a deputy's car.

The charges carry a maximum penalty of 40 life terms plus 560 years. Judge D. Marsh Metz sentenced Kelly to sentencing for Thursday. Six other people also face trials in the case.

In its length, cost and subject matter, the trial drew togetherness.

"The crux of the matter is it's important thing of doubt, never any question. I've ever had."

The verdict "just solidifies the fact that it happened without a doubt, never any question. It shows the vigils the parents kept and never wavered was with a reason," said Dillard Dixon, father of one of the children.

Deputies escorted jurors to their cars when court recessed. As jurors walked past parents seated on the front row and along the aisle, many shook hands with parents, who thanked them.

Testimony began last August in the Little Rascals case, which was moved 85 miles west from Edenton to Farmville because of pretrial publicity. In addition to being the longest criminal trial in North Carolina history, it is a record for the longest jury deliberations.

Expenses, including court-appointed defense lawyers, counseling for children and their parents and court costs, have topped $1.2 million.

The defense contended that parents in Edenton, a town about 5,800 in northeastern North Carolina, had become overheated over rumors of sexual abuse and had asked their children leading questions.

The biggest question is not so much what the children were saying but how they came to say those things," defense lawyer Michael Spivey said during closing arguments.

Prosecutors contended the children had to be believed.

"The crux of the matter is it's the children's word versus the defendant's word," said District Attorney H.P. Williams Jr.
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The IMF scheduled to open for business at SMC

By NICOLE MCGRATH
Business Writer

The IMF at Saint Mary's is scheduled to open for business Friday, April 24. The project is a joint venture of the Sisters of the Holy Cross and the Holladay Corporation to provide convenient lodging for St. Mary's visitors.

Former Soviet Union suffers in reform

WASHINGTON (AP) — The members of the former Soviet Union observed the 15th anniversary of the formal start of a shift to capitalism in their republics Wednesday.

The IMF's revised outlook was that the former Soviet Union is "more likely than not" for the remainder of the year.

"The IMF said that it now believe a significant upturn in world growth will occur a year later than it had previously thought, forecasting growth of 3.9 percent this year.

However, IMF officials conceded that there were risks that even their lowered expectations might not be met. They listed the key threats as persistently high interest rates in Germany and other European nations, which could further depress growth prospects in the region, and a danger the Japanese economy will not rebound as anticipated, which could further depress the former Soviet Union.

"We are committed to establishing an early agreement," Bush said, referring to the stated goal of his three-year plan.

Likewise, Cavaco Silva said, "We are determined to bring this negotiation to a positive conclusion." Bush and Cavaco Silva spoke of "now or never" but did not elaborate. Hills indicated the idea was a combination of national reparation and old proposals.

In addition to the six-year, the negotiations involve 108 nations and are aimed at removing trade obstacles such as quotas, tariffs and subsidies that distort prices.

The chief sticking point is the refusal of European leaders to slash agricultural subsidies, as demanded by the United States to equalize competition internationallly.

"We explored a lot of things and I would say that clearly Bush wants us to move further and his side to move less," Niles said. Despite the formidable impediment, she said, "the atmosphere were very good. Both sides were searching for a way around the impasse and that was a significant step forward.

"Assistant Secretary of State Thomas Niles said "it was not possible to determine whether any or all of the ideas that have been floated will be helpful in bringing us together or not."

They did not end up further apart at the end of the day than we were when we went in," Niles said.

The IMF research department, told a briefing that further decline in output in the former Soviet republics "is more likely than not" for the remainder of the year.

"We have not observed a recovery of output in the former Soviet Union and the Russian Federation, which could further depress the republics. In addition to arguments over how much in financial aid will be available, the IMF said that output in the former Soviet Union has been "negative."" We are committed to establishing an early agreement," Bush said, referring to the stated goal of his three-year plan.

The IMF's revised outlook was that the world economy would grow at a rate of 1.4 percent this year. The number is lower than a more optimistic 2.8 percent projection made 6 months ago.

IMF cuts economic growth prediction

WASHINGTON (AP) — The world economy will struggle back to growth this year, but the rate will be half what had been expected, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) said Wednesday.

The IMF's new economic outlook blamed the poor expectation on the aborted uprising in the United States last fall, spreading weakness in Europe and Japan and the chaos in the former Soviet Union.

The IMF said that it now believed a significant upturn in world growth will occur a year later than it had previously thought, forecasting growth of 3.9 percent this year.

However, IMF officials conceded that there were risks that even their lowered expectations might not be met. They listed the key threats as persistently high interest rates in Germany and other European nations, which could further depress growth prospects in the region, and a danger the Japanese economy will not rebound as anticipated, which could further depress the former Soviet Union.

"There are clearly downside risks to the forecast," said Michael Mussa, director of the IMF's research department, told a briefing that further decline in output in the former Soviet republics "is more likely than not" for the remainder of the year.

"The IMF said that it now believed that the world economy would grow at a rate of 1.4 percent this year. The number is lower than a more optimistic 2.8 percent projection made 6 months ago.
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Dear Editor:

We were very disturbed to read Jason Catania's homophobic, ignorant criticism (The Observer, April 14, 1992), of Robert Flynt's photographic exhibition, "Wetwork," which is currently on display in Riley Hall.

We do not feel that those people who believe adequately support his advocacy of censorship.

Naturally, Mr. Catania begins by categorically denying any desire to censor, but he contradicts himself by saying that it is "unacceptable that the Art Department should so promi-
nedly display" Mr. Flynt's work. Perhaps Mr. Catania's definition of censorship differs from our definition, but the removal of artwork from a public place solely on the basis of personal preference, in our opinion, falls under the dangerous categories of censorship or regimentation.

Mr. Catania discusses the inappropriateness of such an exhibition at a Catholic universi-
ity, but concedes Mr. Flynt's ability to "exhibit his art in public museums and galleries."

We are not sure if Mr. Catania is implying that Catholics are more susceptible to moral de-
cay than the general public, or that they are merely incapable of adequately coming to terms with artwork on their own. Cases could be made for both interpretations.

We do agree with Mr. Catania, however, that elimination of the artwork would prevent other students from being shocked and offended in much the same way that banning books, music and films would accomplish the same objective. Extending this reasoning further, I suppose that keeping art in a university society, we could all be sheltered from things which are different, or things that we don't particularly like. All we need, Mr. Catania implies, is for an institution to tell us what we should and should not see, read or hear.

What is most disturbing is Mr. Catania's cognizance of the artist's motivations and themes. His willingness to interpret these topics unfortunately illustrate his ignorance.

Thankfully, he has the insight to see "only a gratuitous exhibi-
tion of sexual activity which has no relevance to the stated themes of the artist." From this, we may presume that after consultation with Mr. Flynt, Mr. Catania has fully understood his themes, and gained profound insight into his motivations.

The facts simply do not support Mr. Catania's rhetoric. The exhibit itself consists of shadowy, obscured, underwear-photographs of nude and semi-

male nude. Some are swimming, while others are embrac-
ing and kissing. There is no overt sexual activity and the exhibit could in no way be clas-
sified as pornography.

In fact, the very nature of the photographs fosters ambiguity; in many cases it is impossible to see the models clearly. Mr. Catania has greatly exaggerated the imagery, and apparently embellished what was actually shown. Even if the pictures were as lurid and explicit as Mr. Catania would have people believe, does that make his closed-minded agenda any less reprehensible? One wonders if he would have the same vehement reaction to a photograph collection of female nudes in similar poses.

This is just thinly veiled ho-

mophobia attempting to hide behind ambiguous Catholic ide-
als. The Catholic Church does not forbid homosexuality or homoeroticism per se, rather, it treats the act of homosexual intercourse as forbidden. In addition to misinterpreting the Church's message, under the same false logic, he would seek to ban all artwork depicting contraceptives, premarital sex, adultery, divorce or any of the myriad "evils" that the Catholic Church has dictated over the years. It is obvious that Mr. Catania has singled out "Wetwork" purely because he is personally uncomfortable with the content. This contradicts his entire defense of artwork being appropriate to a Catholic institution.

One does not have to agree with the artist or the subject matter, but dissent is not a license to censor. We are all adults now, and are able to make informed decisions about all issues, including sexuality.

Catholicism has no jurisdiction over this exhibit, and it is highly unlikely that viewing these photographs will endanger our Christian morality, as Mr. Catania apparently believes. Naive and over-simplified beliefs are more dangerous to people than a handful of ambiguous, mildly erotic pho-
tographs ever could be.

Christianity holds compassion for all people. If Mr. Catania is so callous as to deny compassion to homosexuals, or to trivialize the plight of AIDS victims, then one cannot help but call his purported Christianity into question. We feel that Mr. Catania's hypocrisy is the real danger here. Censorship and prejudice are two concepts that can never have places in the lives of true Christians.

Tracey Daugherty
Farley Hall
George Long
Flanner Hall
April 14, 1992

Christian morality does not justify censorship of art

Dear Editor:

Students for Environmental Action began collecting unused napkins off the dinner trays at North Dining Hall. Some of you thought we were working, others asked what we were doing, and a few even thought we were recycling them! Well, we weren't; we just weren't using napkins right. Recycling would be a bit on the un-
sanitary side.

The point was to get an indi-
cation of how much we waste.

Napkin abuse only the tip of our mountainous environmental problem

The fifteen of us estimated that 90 percent of the trays being returned had at least one unused napkin. Some trays had many and a few had stacks as thick as our midsection.

If you've been in LaFortune the last couple days you've seen our display: 8 full garbage bags of napkins. In one night we were able to collect only five dinners at North Dining Hall! Dave Brightbach, manager of North Dining Hall said that normally 20,000 napkins are used each day at NDH and close to one half are wasted.

That's money to all of us, but more importantly detrimental to the environment. Imagine if we add in South Dining Hall, the Huddle, and the Oak Room. Now take into account three meals a day, seven days a week, fifteen weeks per semester, and 

it's clear the magnitude of the problem.

In one year, we might be able to build a mountain of napkins as high as the Dome. You can make a difference and help cut down the garbage by doing your part.
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In one year, we might be able to build a mountain of napkins as high as the Dome. You can make a difference and help cut down the garbage by doing your part.

GARRY TRAUBER

"Conservatives feel they deserve everything they’ve stolen."

Mort Sahi
ND wrestler vows to ‘forget where he came from’

One doesn’t have to look far to find ancient references to wrestling. You’ll find one in the Bible, ii. 1, in the book of Genesis. In chapter 32, verses 24 to 32, there’s an account of a match between Jacob and the angel God sent to test his physical and spiritual resolve. “So Jacob was left alone, and a man wrestled with him there till daybreak. When the man saw that he could not throw Jacob, he struck him in the hollow of his thigh, so that Jacob’s hip was dislocated as they wrestled.”

Some 3,000 years before the Christian era, wrestling was an organized sport with national, and possibly international, competition. Ancient Hebrew and Sumerian champions were immortalized in stone and scroll. Wrestling, indeed, is taking a national level over the last eight years, that has not translated into the fan interest we might have hoped for. Fan support is very hard to come by when your sport is not promoted by the athletic department.

There was absolutely no notification of upcoming matches or tryout impacts and it was not uncommon for parents to have no idea that their son would be coaching a team. The athletic director Dick Rosenthal stated by the very unexpected, and shocking news. I was dislocated as they wrestled. You’ll find one in ancient records. Ancient wrestling is not a sport of sample. Wrestling, indeed, is the oldest and toughest competition. Ancient wrestlers were concerned about the technical and spiritual resolve.

The University of Iowa Hawkeyes, who were the 1992 National Champions, have an average attendance of 11,000 for duals and a record breaking 15,000 for their match with host Cornell. The situation was handled. Another ancient wrestling interest is picking up wrestlers interested in transferring. Coach McCann took some solace from this as he said with a smile, “The news has been shut up less than two hours and already the phone is going crazy.”

Personally, I have many goals yet to accomplish, and I will work along with approximately six others. Schools interested in picking up Notre Dame wrestlers and coaches for the NCAA. The National Federation of Independent Schools and non-NCAA schools constantly bombarding schools in the country, now joins these other schools who cannot keep wrestling because they “can’t afford it.”

But perhaps Arizona State and 1992 Olympic coach Bobby Douglas said it best by stating, “The struggle is always to keep the spirit of wrestling alive, so dynamic, combative, disciplined people can find a safe haven. We can’t compete with football or basketball in sponsorship. Wrestling is not a major spectator sport. After all, it is the third largest NCAA spectator sport. For example, the University of Iowa Hawkeyes, who were the 1992 National Champions, have an average attendance of 11,000 for duals and a record breaking 15,000 for their match with host Cornell. The situation was handled. Another ancient wrestling interest is picking up wrestlers interested in transferring. Coach McCann took some solace from this as he said with a smile, “The news has been shut up less than two hours and already the phone is going crazy.”
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But perhaps Arizona State and 1992 Olympic coach Bobby Douglas said it best by stating, “The struggle is always to keep the spirit of wrestling alive, so dynamic, combative, disciplined people can find a safe haven. We can’t compete with football or basketball in sponsorship. Wrestling is not a major spectator sport. After all, it is the third largest NCAA spectator sport. For example, the University of Iowa Hawkeyes, who were the 1992 National Champions, have an average attendance of 11,000 for duals and a record breaking 15,000 for their match with host Cornell. The situation was handled. Another ancient wrestling interest is picking up wrestlers interested in transferring. Coach McCann took some solace from this as he said with a smile, “The news has been shut up less than two hours and already the phone is going crazy.”

Personally, I have many goals yet to accomplish, and I will work along with approximately six others. Schools interested in picking up Notre Dame wrestlers and coaches for the NCAA. The National Federation of Independent Schools and non-NCAA schools constantly bombarding schools in the country, now joins these other schools who cannot keep wrestling because they “can’t afford it.”
"One O'Clock From the House," a comic tale of family greed

By BILL ALBERTINI

Crazy, money-grabbing daughters, dead fathers, insane cousins, almond-eyed almond cakes, and shopping carts masquerading as dogs are among the entertainment in "One O'Clock From the House" this An Tostal weekend.

This 1986 comedy by Frank Vickery takes place at the reception following an elderly man's funeral. His four unique daughters are all in attendance, and bickering over who will inherit the old man's money and home.

The daughters are Miriam (Jessica Ranizenski), the emotional one; Margaret (Kami Benson), the family lightweight; pregnant Maureen (Joanne Wallace); and crazy Mavis (Tanya Braukman). Other characters include Miriam's henpecked husband, Austin (Tyler Moore), and two rather odd cousins. The first is Tudor Chris Dellicarpini, who is "a little strange" according to di- rector Mona Miller; and the other cousin is Mansel (Terry Walsh), who is convinced that his shopping cart is a dog.

The play involves about twenty-five people including its entire cast and crew, all of whom are from the junior class. Miller chose "One O'Clock From the House" because the class wanted the chance to "involves as many ju- niors as possible," said Miller. This is the first year that a play is being put on by the junior class. They hope to establish it as a yearly tradition.

Though there is no charge for the play, there will be donations accepted at the door for St. Hedwig's, a local establishment that tutors the children of low-income families. St. Hedwig's is the junior class' adopted service project.

The play will be performed in the library auditorium on Friday and Saturday evening at 8:10 pm, and Sunday afternoon at 2:10 pm.
Moving on to serve

CSC ceremony to "send off" seniors planning a future of volunteering

BY JAHNELLE HARRIGAN

Accent Editor

Notre Dame seniors are making difficult decisions.

As graduation nears, many are realizing that jobs are hard to come by. But some seniors are using this time of uncertainty to look at other options beyond making money.

Whether they want to devote their lives to helping others, or if they just want to take a year to do something a little different, many ND seniors have decided to spend next year doing volunteer work.

Approximately eight to ten percent of seniors are volunteering their services in some capacity next year, according to Mary Ann Roemer, coordinator of senior/alumni programs at the Center for Social Concerns (CSC).

Students' volunteer work will vary, depending on where they work and what is needed. Many will work with drug and alcohol abuse victims, abused children, AIDS victims, as well as teaching in inner-city schools and Indian reservations, said Roemer.

Senior Jill Miller will spend next year volunteering for the Jesuit Volunteer Corps in the southwest region, either in California or Arizona.

She is not sure what kind of work she will do, but she receives a placement list to apply for specific jobs.

"They offer a whole range of social services," said Miller, a psychology major from St. Charles, Ill.

For her work, she will receive free room, board and medical insurance as well as $75 per month.

As an undergraduate at Notre Dame, Miller has been very involved in volunteer work through the CSC, participating in a summer service project, Community of Caring, and the Big Brothers/Big Sisters program.

Miller said she wants to pursue social justice as a career.

"Through my four years at Notre Dame, I was very involved in the CSC," she said. "As a result of my experiences, I knew that it (service) was what I wanted to devote my life to," she said.

Entering the business world was never an option for Miller, who plans to attend graduate school or do more volunteer work internationally after her year with the Jesuit Volunteer Corps.

"This is all I wanted to do," she said.

Miller thinks that she will gain much from her experiences next year.

"Through doing something like this I tend to get more from the people I work with than they get from me," she said. "It's a major life learning experience. Since it's a Catholic organization, I hope it'll strengthen my faith.

"I'm probably freer (now) than I ever going to be," she said.

In the future, Christiansen wants to teach theology at the college level.

"I wanted to get dirt under my fingernails," she said, citing volunteering as a good way to gain this experience.

Christiansen said he hopes that this year of service will be "a time to put the last four years in perspective. I'm hoping to perceive things more realistically (after volunteering). It's a tremendous opportunity for personal growth," he said.

The CSC and the University support seniors who want to volunteer, and three years ago began the annual Senior Volunteer Send-Off.

The Send-Off is a way for students, their families, faculty, staff, and administrators to come together to support students' decisions to participate in volunteer work.

Last year, approximately 135 seniors and their families participated in the annual Senior Volunteer Send-Off, who organized the event, hopes for a strong turn-out this year, as well.

The ceremony, which will take place during commencement weekend, will be about an hour long, and will include a slide presentation on service at Notre Dame, a speech from an ND alumnus who has spent time doing volunteer work, and a candle-lighting service.

University president Father Edward Malloy will also participate in the ceremony.

Miller, an organizer of this year's Send-Off, thinks that the ceremony is especially important for parents who are concerned and think that their student is the only one. The Send-Off is reassuring," she said.

"It's important for people to get together and see that other people are doing it, too," she said.

The Send-Off "gives students a sense of mission," said Christiansen, also an organizer of the ceremony. "There's a commissioning. We're being called together."

Prospective volunteers in all programs, not just those arranged through the CSC, are encouraged to sign up at the CSC to participate in the send-off, said Roemer.

Invitations to the ceremony will be sent to families of those students that sign up.

This year's Senior Volunteer Send-Off will be Saturday, May 16 at 10:30 a.m. in Washington Hall, followed by a reception at Theodore's.

Student art on display at the Snite

By ANGELA FARAH

Accent writer

From Fine Arts majors to Business and Engineering majors, the artwork of Notre Dame seniors and Mary's students will be displayed at the official opening of the student art exhibit on Sunday, April 26 from 1-4 p.m. at the Snite Museum. Admission is free and the exhibit will be featured through May 18.

There were no prerequisites to enter the piece in the art show, only the talent necessary to compete at the high level of performance expected by the judges, according to the Director of the Snite Museum, Dean Porter.

"This is a general student show which includes a BFA (Bachelor of Fine Arts) show, an MFA (Master of Fine Arts) show, and also a diverse showing of talented students from various other programs," said Porter. "This is a chance for the students to expose their work in a simulated professional atmosphere," says Porter.

Julie Tourillotte, Assistant Professor of Art at Saint Mary's College, will judge the student exhibition. Some of the criteria used as a basis for judging is originality, quality, and presentation.

The exhibit will be judged in the same format that it would be in a real gallery setting. Many of the procedures of entering the different pieces in the show as well as their actual presentation during the show will reflect that of a professional gallery opening.

The coordinators of the exhibit are Michael Becherler, a graduate student in the Education Department at the Snite, and Professor Jean Dibble, Assistant Professor of Art.

The show carries on a tradition that dates back to the 1960s and will continue to go on as long as there are students interested in participating and displaying their talent.

There will be anywhere from 150 to 200 works including realistic paintings, abstract sculpting, pottery, textiles, metal sculpture, sketching, and more.

In the previous years there have been four or five hundred spectators over the duration of the exhibit. This year there are even higher expectations as there is more space to show more art and the quality of the work has increased over the years.

This Sunday there will be prizes awarded for the top artists after the grand opening. "It's an exciting moment for the students," says Porter. It will also prove to be a worthwhile trip to the Snite for anyone who decides to pay a visit.
MASS' single propels surprising Yanks past White Sox

Chicago's AP - The New York Yankees took another step in the right direction Wednesday night, even though Roberto Kelly did not.

Kevin Maas single home the go-ahead run in the ninth inning and the Yankees'13th victory in 17 games.

A base-running mistake to beat the Chicago White Sox 4-3.

Roberto Kelly singled with one out in the fourth straight hit and Mel Hall followed with a center fielder Lance Johnson's head. But Kelly over ran second base, had to go back and re-
touch the bag, and made it only to third.

"I was not looking at the ball," Kelly said. "I didn't know if I was safe or not. I had to go back. I wanted to make sure I touched the bag, so I went back to tag the base. I would have scored.

"I was not looking at the ball," Kelly said. "I didn't know if I was safe or not. I had to go back. I wanted to make sure I touched the bag, so I went back to tag the base. I would have scored."

Maas, however, made up for Kelly's mis-step, with a single in the ninth inning and the Yankees 15-19 days. The only thing short was a Districtee, a 9-11-1. This would have given him this season and tie for the major league lead with Ceci

Fielder.

"There is no doubt Roberto could have scored," Hall said. "He said he was late and I'm not going to him very soon.

Steve Broe (2-4) pitched his 13-3 perfect innings. He has not allowed a run in five relief ap-
pearances.

Chicago's AP - The Observer accepts classified every business day from 10 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at the home office, 116 S. 3rd St., in the Tallgrass Theatre Center. Deadline for next day classified is 3 p.m. All classifieds must be prepaid. The charge for a 1 1/2 inch, single column has topped $60.

"Enjoy your day off!"
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Charles Barkley figures the best way he can help the Philadelphia 76ers win an NBA championship is to play elsewhere.

He’s been ready to leave before, and he’s ready again.

“If we’re not one or two in the draft lottery, I’d trade me,” he said. “That’s the only way to build for the future.”

The 76ers finished 35-47 and out of the playoff hunt this season, and Barkley sees his chances for the future resting heavily on the May 17 draft lottery. The club has three of six chances in the lottery.

“If we don’t get one of the top three picks, we would be a middle-of-the-road team,” Barkley said Tuesday after a radio talk show. “If we don’t get one of the top three picks, it would be better just to rebuild.”

Barkley would prefer to win a championship in Philadelphia. If he’s to be traded, he has preferences: Phoenix, Portland, Los Angeles Lakers, Los Angeles Clippers or Seattle.

“I could win a championship in any of those places,” Barkley said. Barkley said during the two-hour talk show, said the 76ers shut the door on a trade in January that would have sent him to the Lakers for James Worthy and Elden Campbell. The club has denied such a trade was in the works.

“I really wanted the Sixers to take that deal,” Barkley said. “My bags were packed.”

Barkley created a stir recently when, in response to unattributed published remarks about him that he believed were made by general manager Gene Shue, he called Shue a “clown” and a “caddy” for club owner Harold Katz. Shue has not responded.

Barkley said Tuesday that the 76ers organization is a “bad environment.”

“There’s all kind of mind games and everybody wondering who’s in control and who’s saying what,” he said.

He charged some of his teammates were not committed to winning.

BOSTON (AP) — One year ago, the Boston Celtics and Indiana Pacers met in the opening round of the NBA playoffs.

With Larry Bird and Kevin McHale fighting off injuries and headed for surgery, the Celtics survived. Boston won three of five games in winning its first-round series since capturing the first of 16 NBA titles in 1957.

The Pacers went home early once again. They have not advanced beyond the first round in the team’s 16 years in the league.

Now the Celtics and the Pacers start over again Thursday, once again meeting at Boston Garden in the opening game of a best-of-5 showdown.

McHale is healthy again after left ankle surgery last July and, more recently, a torn calf muscle, which sidelined him for 15 games from Jan. 6 to Feb. 5.

But Bird still is plagued by back problems. He returned from disc surgery last June 7, but missed all of January and February with an inflamed nerve in his back. Then he was sidelined by spasms for the last eight games of the regular season.

Although he did some shooting this week, Bird still is listed as day-to-day by the Pacers.

In the lineup together, the Celtics have a seven-game winning streak. Then, trailing the Knicks with a 51-31 record and winning the Atlantic Division title for the 14th time since league realignment in 1971.

“Last year we beat them with one guy going on one foot and another guy with half a back,” McHale said. “I’m sure there will be a lot of yapping, but when the game starts everyone should not be blamed for the team’s dismal season.”

Charles Barkley told reporters it would be better for the team and himself if he wasn’t a 76er next season.

“All they want to do is make money,” he said.

Barkley said coach Jim Lynam should not be blamed for the team’s dismal season.

“Knute Rockne couldn’t make that team win,” Barkley said. “I don’t want to play for anybody but Jimmy.”

Pacers chances slim against hot Celtics

“The ULTIMATUM

Thursday, April 23rd
Friday, April 24th

7:00 p.m.

Lab Theatre
Washington Hall

Relationships: sometimes you
need to give him an ultimatum.
Detroit tops Minnesota 5-4 in overtime thriller

BLOOMINGTON, Minn. (AP) - Yves Racine scored. He saved a season that looked lost only a few minutes earlier. Yet he didn't know what to do.

"Do I jump up and down? Do I drop down to my knees in prayer? Do I take a spin around the ice? He didn't know.

Finally, his teammates showed him how to celebrate his unassisted goal 1:15 into overtime that lifted Detroit to a 5-4 victory over the Minnesota North Stars on Wednesday night and gave the Red Wings hope for the rest of their first-round playoff series.

"My last goal was four months ago. I didn't know what to do," Racine said. "I just stood there. Then the guys came at me and scared me a little more."

They plopped on him just seconds after he made sure that the North Stars wouldn't pile up three consecutive playoff losses on the Red Wings.

Detroit, which lost the first two games of the best-of-seven series at home, can pull even by winning Game 4 Friday night at Metro Center. The victory was crucial, only two teams have rebounded from three-game deficits.

"The momentum changed tonight," said Vince Blenkeau, who relieved goalie Tim Cheeks at 8:04 of the second period after Detroit had taken a 4-2 lead and stopped the 11 shots he faced. "We're ready to take it to them Friday."

Ray Sheppard's power-play goal with 3.52 left in regulation sent the game into overtime for the Red Wings, who finally beat a Minnesota team that finished 28 points behind them in the regular-season standings.

Jets 4, Canucks 2

The Winnipeg Jets built a four-goal lead and threw a door in the face of the Vancouver Canucks Wednesday night to take a 2-1 lead in their Smythe Division semifinal series.

Randy Carlyle, Pat Elsysuk, Lucien Deblois and Thomas Guy Larose (38) and a host of other lead in the Smythe Division seamless.

Stein scored for the Jets, who finished 15 points behind the front-running Canucks during the regular season.

Hanson awaits NFL draft

SPOKANE, Wash. (AP) - Kicker Jason Hanson isn't intimidated by the prospect of being the next Chip Lohmiller in Sunday's 1992 NFL college draft.

He says the greater the expectation, the harder he works.

"Those are big shoes to fill in. But, boy, that would be great," Hanson said Wednesday. "I think I can back it up so that I'm worthy of that.".

Lohmiller was chosen by the Washington Redskins in the second round of the 1988 draft - the highest pick of a kicker in recent years.

Hanson, a record-setting kicker from Washington State, hopes for the same consideration from the pros despite an inconsistent junior season.

"I know the expectations will be high. Sometimes that's not so bad, that will give me something to shoot for," he said.

Last season, Hanson set an NCAA record for longest field goal without a miss. His 62-yard kick at Washington set a school record. He broke the 59-yard mark set by Layne Talbot of Texas A&M in 1990.

His 39 career field goals of 40 yards or longer and 20 field goals of 50 yards or more also are NCAA records.

"I put myself to be the No. 1 kicker for the draft," Hanson said.

He cites as his closest competitor Carlos Huerta of Miami, who is more consistent but doesn't have the Hanson range.

Huerta "is a good kicker. That guy doesn't miss," Hanson said.

Hanson's career accuracy for field goals is 24 of 30 inside 40 yards, 19 of 31 from 40 to 49 yards and 19 of 30 from 50 to 59 yards.

He said he'd like to be drafted by a West Coast team, but would play anywhere.

"I'll kick in Green Bay or Tampa Bay," Hanson said. "Stick me in a dome. That would be the best circumstance, then at least half the season I'm guaranteed perfect weather."

Hanson, 21, graduates from Washington State soon. He'll spend his junior year with a degree in zoology. As a sophomore, he was the Cougars' first unanimous consensus All-America player, and also earned a spot on The Associated Press' first team.

As a junior, Hanson became the third player in Pacific-10 Conference history to be named to the first team as both a punter and a kicker.

He said he'll spend Sunday at home in Spokane with his family and his fiance's family.

That way if he's picked in the draft, they can celebrate.

Bookstore

continued from page 24

However, Fulton still saw room for improvement.

"We have to box out better," he said. "If you box out with two or three mis as many opportunities."

After Justin Chillin' played, it was time for the rest of the court. They were able to take the game, defeating ND's Most Wanted, 21-12. Temula was led by Brian Ratigan (6 pts), who was supported by five from Matt Casey and four from Shannon Cullinan. Eric Jones and Michael MacKinnon added two apiece for the number-one seeded Tequila.

"We have an advantage with our size," said Cullinan.

"I don't know if there are two better big men (Jones and Ratigan) on campus. They were tough inside and I think the other team had trouble with them."

Earlier in the day, Malicious was able to defeat Low Density Wolf Bait by the score of 21-14. Malicious was led by the Curry brothers, Andy and Matt. Andy led with eight points while his little brother Matt chipped in five. Rich Rockefeller scored six while Mickey Carter and Tom Gorman added one apiece.

"I am pretty happy with our play so far," commented Andy Curry. "It's the first time I have played with my brother. We (Malicious) have three returning players from last year, so right now we are working on offense."

The third-seeded Gauchos were able to pull out a 21-19 win over White Men Can't Jump. The Gauchos were again led by Rob Vazquez, who put in 11 baskets. Dave Rose added five while the injured Pete DiGiovanti chipped in three.

"We knew we were in for a tough game today," said Mike Toner, a member of The Gau­chos who scored one. "The other team played tough defense and we couldn't get the easy baskets. However, Rob and Dave were able to hit the boards."

In other games yesterday, Bridges' crushed Shamma Lamma Ding Dong 21-11. L Train defeated Moloko and Ultraviolence 21-18.
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Ozzie Guillen's right knee has been operated Wednesday on the lower portion of Guillen's leg by Dr. Lamont at his Chicago office. E.D. 20

Guillen, and Esteban Beltre was recalled from Vancouver of the White Sox. He was Rookie of the Year. He batted .273.

Guillen just isn't a somebody.

He is one of the best defensive shortstops in baseball and was the most popular White Sox player because of his upbeat personality and passion for the game.

Guillen was an All-Star selection last season for the third time. He batted .273.

The left-handed batting Venezuelan hit in 267 lifetime hitter in seven previous major-league seasons, all with the White Sox. He was Rookie of the Year in 1985 and a Gold Glove winner in 1990. In 40 at-bats this season, he was hitting .300 with one stolen base and seven RBIs.

His injury puts the team's two most consistent offensive players on the shelf. Bo Jackson left the team in spring training for hip replacement surgery.

Guillen was hurt when his leg struck Raines' in the head as the latter dived to the ground. The lower portion of Guillen's leg buckled as the players collided, leaving him writhing in pain on the outfield grass about 80 feet beyond the infield.

Doctor gives Guillen a green light for next year

CHICAGO (AP) — A doctor who operated Wednesday on Ozzie Guillen's right knee has no reason to believe the All-Star shortstop of the Chicago White Sox won't be ready to play next season.

"Normal recovery and habilitation from this surgery is six months to one year," Dr. Scott Price said. "Ninety-five percent of the competitive athletes who undergo this surgery get back to their previous form."

Price and James Boscardin, the team physicians, performed the surgery at Palos Community Hospital in suburban Palos Heights. The operation lasted three hours.

Guillen, 28, sustained torn anterior cruciate and medial collateral ligaments Tuesday night in a collision with left fielder Tim Raines as the two went after a ninth-inning blooper by Mel Hall over a 4-3 Green Section at U. of Chicago's Comiskey Park.

"It's kind of a shock," manager Gene Lamont said. "We feel for Ozzie, and we know how much Ozzie likes Guillen."

White Sox general manager Ron Schueler said Guillen would remain in the hospital for three or four days.

Craig Grebeck replaces Guillen, and Esteban Beltre was recalled from Vancouver of the Pacific Coast League to fill Guillen's roster spot.
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is now accepting application for the following position:

Circulation Manager

Circulation Drivers

Must be available from 10am-1pm

To apply, please contact Rich Riley at 239-7471.

One year ago Dan Wagner advertised for a girlfriend... He got a wife! Congratulations Jen & Dan! Best Wishes for Your Future! Love, M & J

The Observer

is NOW accepting applications for the FALL BREAK 1992

EXTER PROGRAM

IN ONE WEEK ACCOMPLISH THE FOLLOWING:

• Gain valuable work experience
• Network with alumni in your discipline
• Explore the work environment first-hand

Coordinated by the

STUDENT ALUMNI RELATIONS GROUP (SARG),
the program matches alumni sponsors with interested Notre Dame students whose education and career goals parallel those of the sponsor.

STUDENTS FROM ALL DISCIPLINES MAY APPLY!

Applications available at Career and Placement Services and Alumni Association Office (201 Main Bldg.)

Questions? Contact Mauricio Valdes at #1692 or Frances Shavers at 239-6000.

Sara Hayes pitchers in the country.

This season, Hayes plays in unfamiliar territory in right field this. But next season when senior Amy Folsom is gone, Hayes will return to her natural position and share time with freshman Andrea Keys behind the plate.

"Finding someone to come in and replace Amy, we're going to need someone to stop in right away," Miller said, "especially with the expectation of our Super Saver Bureau•

Beau"

Another Californian on the Irish roster this year are sophomore pitcher/outfielder Carrie Miller and freshman pitcher Aimee Terry.

Wish they all could be California girls...
Troy Vincent set to cash in as NFL draft approaches

MADISON, Wis. (AP) — Troy Vincent already has taken control of his life and won't need a middle man to regulate the cash flow once he's signed an NFL contract.

Vincent, a defensive back from Wisconsin, expects to be one of the top five players selected in Sunday's draft. Then he plans to negotiate a deal without an agent.

"The University of Wisconsin taught me how to read, to write, to write a check, to read a bank statement. I don't need to pay someone 5 percent to 6 percent of my money to fill out checks for me to send back to CitiBank. "I'm a very competent individual," Vincent said in an interview with the Milwaukee Sentinel. "So why give someone something to do that when I can do it myself. I can take a half-hour out of the week to go through my mail, pay my bills. Why pay $60,000, $70,000 or $80,000 to do that? That's crazy."

Annoyed by agent phone calls — sometimes up to 35 a day to his campus apartment — Vincent said he will let his godparents, James and Linda Bodley, and Washington, D.C., attorney Zachrey Jones advise him through the negotiating process.

And Vincent said that just because he doesn't have an agent doesn't mean he won't think about a holdout if he isn't offered a fair deal.

"I plan to have a very good contract. No one wants to hold out, but if I have to, it's something I'll consider," he said. Vincent said he'll buy a new car and then buy a new home for his mother, who is a correctional officer in New Jersey.

"I don't want her working double and triple shifts like she's been doing the last 20 years," he said.

Vincent, who is 6-1, 191 pounds, visited Indianapolis, the Los Angeles Rams, Dallas Cowboys and Cincinnati Bengals for predraft meetings.

"I really don't feel like I'll be on the board after the fourth pick, at the latest," said Vincent, who played on four straight losing teams in college. He was the star of the Badgers' 5-6 season in 1991, both as a kick returner and cornerback.

Vincent, who is 6-1, 191 pounds, visited Indianapolis, the Los Angeles Rams, Dallas Cowboys and Cincinnati Bengals for predraft meetings.

"I really don't feel like I'll be on the board after the fourth pick, at the latest," said Vincent, who played on four straight losing teams in college. He was the star of the Badgers' 5-6 season in 1991, both as a kick returner and cornerback.
Men’s golf team finishes tenth at Firestone Invitational

By MIKE HOBBES
Sports Writer

For the men’s golf team, the Easter holiday was a chance to show its improvement from past tournaments and prepare for its upcoming season finale.

The Irish posted their strongest finish of the season so far, while competing against many Big Ten conference teams and past NCAA qualifiers.

The Irish traveled to Akron, Ohio for the Firestone Invitational to compete against 35 other universities from across the Midwest. Once again, the weather made an untimely appearance, causing the scheduled play for Saturday to be cancelled. To make up for the lost rounds, the Irish played 36 holes on Sunday. The increased amount of holes didn’t seem to affect the Irish as they grabbed tenth.

“We played well. The conditions were a little adverse and the course is one of the elite in the U.S., but all in all we performed nicely and are continually improving,” said Assistant Coach Dave Long.

Despite the wet conditions of the course on Sunday, junior Chris Dayton managed scores of 76 and 74, for a total of 110, to lead the team. Following Dayton was junior Joe Dennen, freshman Chris O’Connell, senior Mike Crisanti and freshman Cole Hanson.

The Irish are looking to continue their strong performance as they head into the Notre Dame track season ends at relays

By RIAN AKKEY
Sports Writer

Seven consecutive weeks of away track meets will culminate for the men’s outdoor team this weekend. Split squads will represent Notre Dame at the Ball State Relays in Muncie, Indiana, and the Drake Relays in Des Moines.

With only a couple meets remaining to qualify for the ICAAAs, this weekend’s meets become key for those athletes who have yet to qualify.

A large contingent of ND tracksters hopes to continue its steady improvement at Ball State. But, many of the Irish’s more high profile team members will make the trip to Iowa for the Drake relays.

Among those heading to Drake is junior J.T. Burke, who looks forward to the competition.

“This will be a very big meet, with a lot of powerful schools,” Burke commented. “With the athletes we’re taking along, we should be very competitive.

“My season has gone pretty well, but I’d really like to take a big step forward this weekend and have some runs with good times. This will be a big challenge for me.”

Freshman Ruder is equally excited about the Drake competition.

“I look forward to just seeing the meet,” he noted. “I’ve heard a lot about it and it’s supposed to be very well-supported. To qualify for ICAAAAs there would be very exciting.”

Gimme A Break!

SAVE 10% ON YOUR FAVORITE MEALS

Get Your Student Discount Card Today.

If you're enrolled in high school/college, Hardee's will give you a break with student specials. Just present your student discount card before you order. Give yourself a break that tastes great!

Hardee's

At participating Hardee's Restaurants while supplies last.

Houses for Rent 92-93
4 & 5-6 Bedrooms
Fully Furnished
Security Systems
Washers/Dryers
287-4989
Save $250.00 with this AD*
*new renters only
Free-swinging Hayes gives Irish experience

By JIM VOGL
Assistant Sports Editor

Well, the West Coast has the sunshine and the girls play softball year round. Through the fall and winter, and the way they hit, they knock you out when you're on the mound.

Notre Dame softball slugsger Sara Hayes, a freshman from South Pasadena, Ca., joined the Amateur Softball Association her sophomore year in high school, and has been riding the high tide ever since.

Currently leading the team in virtually every hitting category (.323 average, 11 doubles, four home runs and 23 RBI), Hayes has easily adapted to the college level, thanks to her naturally quick wrists and her strong background in California's ultra-competitive ASA leagues.

"Sara's been schooled well," says Irish coach Brian Boulac. "She comes in as probably the most advanced hitter we've ever had."

"Softball's big business in California," adds assistant Liz Miller. "They play it almost all year round. The high school season becomes secondary out there as they put all their energy and focus into ASA-ball. It's very competitive and when they practice and play as many months as they do, it makes a difference."

Six of the top ten national ASA teams last year came from the Notre Dame women's basketball team received a big boost for next season when sophomore guard Audrey Gomez decided to remain at the university.

The decision came after Gomez met with her parents and discussed her future as a basketball player and as a student.

"Last weekend, when I went home to New Jersey, I discussed it with my parents and we decided that it was best for me to remain at Notre Dame," said Gomez.

Gomez announced her intentions to transfer at the conclusion of the regular season, leaving a large hole in the Notre Dame backcourt. She was sold on leaving Notre Dame for a school closer to her home in New Jersey.

"I was very close to leaving," said Gomez. "I really had my mind set on leaving until this weekend."

The news came as a pleasant surprise to head coach Muffet McGraw. "Coach was very happy that I'm staying," said Gomez. "I told her Tuesday night and she seemed very excited."

Another reason Gomez may have changed her mind is the status of her tender knee which limited her play last season. She is currently undergoing therapy and expects to be ready when the season starts.

"I go back in (to have the knee checked) on Saturday," commented Gomez. "I expect to be one-hundred percent by the start of the season. I'm looking forward to next year very much."

A healthy Gomez should buffer the loss of freshman Michelle Marciniak who, like Gomez, announced her intention to transfer at the end of the season. Marciniak, and forward Letitia Bowen comprised the best recruiting class ever by the women's basketball program. All three received national honors at the end of their prep careers.

Free-swinging Hayes gives Irish experience

### Top freshman to stay at Notre Dame

By GEORGE DOHRMANN
Sports Writer
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"I go back in (to have the knee checked) on Saturday," commented Gomez. "I expect to be one-hundred percent by the start of the season. I'm looking forward to next year very much."

A healthy Gomez should buffer the loss of freshman Michelle Marciniak who, like Gomez, announced her intention to transfer at the end of the season. Marciniak, and forward Letitia Bowen comprised the best recruiting class ever by the women's basketball program. All three received national honors at the end of their prep careers.
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Assistant Sports Editor

Well, the West Coast has the sunshine and the girls play softball year round. Through the fall and winter, and the way they hit, they knock you out when you're on the mound.

Notre Dame softball slugsger Sara Hayes, a freshman from South Pasadena, Ca., joined the Amateur Softball Association her sophomore year in high school, and has been riding the high tide ever since.

Currently leading the team in virtually every hitting category (.323 average, 11 doubles, four home runs and 23 RBI), Hayes has easily adapted to the college level, thanks to her naturally quick wrists and her strong background in California's ultra-competitive ASA leagues.

"Sara's been schooled well," says Irish coach Brian Boulac. "She comes in as probably the most advanced hitter we've ever had."

"Softball's big business in California," adds assistant Liz Miller. "They play it almost all year round. The high school season becomes secondary out there as they put all their energy and focus into ASA-ball. It's very competitive and when they practice and play as many months as they do, it makes a difference."

Six of the top ten national ASA teams last year came from Notre Dame...